Junior data scientist with focus on computer vision

Your responsibilities

- Implementing original image processing algorithms, finding simple but robust patterns corresponding to real events
- Cleaning and analysing visual and manufacturing data
- Data visualization and presentation for wide range of customers

Knowledge needed

- Fluency in Python and its libraries most relevant for data processing (Numpy/Scipy/Matplotlib/Pandas)
- Knowledge of Linux, writing Bash scripts and using command line tools (AWK/sed/grep etc)

Big plus is experience with

- OpenCV or other image processing libraries
- Keras
- Advanced algorithm/data structures implementation
- Docker/Kubernetes

Other skills required

- Fluency in English of course
- Ability and willingness to learn fast, and quickly reach expert level at several of our technologies
- Ability to plan own time, work in team to deliver solutions on time
- Striving for perfection, but ability to pragmatically apply 80:20 rule in work

Contact

Peter Vanya
hiring@inovec.tech
+420 234 253 580
Inovec Technology s.r.o
Opletalova 1418/23, Nové město